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TechYourself

A Framework Guide for Candidates
on How to Use Tech to Win Campaigns

What’s Holding the Left Back?

The Left faces certain ingrained challenges around innovation
cycles, how we mobilize around tools, how donor money flows
throughout the campaign period and a lack of voting overall.
Learn more about where we can shore up our chances of winning by preparing for these trends and working to educate others on them as well.

www.techyourself.org
Illustrated by Daniel Scannell
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The 2020 Playing Field
When it comes to the Right and the Left in the U.S., there is no question about who has optimized their tech
resources, their spending, and their training- it’s the Right. According to the latest Higher Ground Labs report,
“the higher volume and consistency of Republican money has stabilized conservatives’ technology development
and deployment, leading to a gap in both software and analytic infrastructure between the parties. Since at least
the early 2000s, conservatives’ federal spending by GOP party committees has typically been 30% more than
Democratic committees’, 90% more by conservative national non-profits, and nearly 3.5x more by conservative
lobbyists. After the rise of Super PACs...conservatives outspend progressives by 50% to over 2x.”
However, it’s not all wine and roses on the Republican side, as they continue to have fractured data. The
GOP data trust and i360 (the hub built by the Koch brothers to pair to the GOP data trust) are now at odds;
however, these hubs were built to work together. GOP candidates have no single unified UI for voter contact,
and they are not swapping data with total regularity or using the same unified voter file. But, they are still ahead
of the Democratic party whose data exchange is starting in 2019- a worrisome fact.
The Right has not only managed to stabilize and digitize its data transfer in real time; it has also equipped
and trained its candidates to use technology consistently and to be on the cutting edge of testing and development. For example, candidates on the Right consistently allot 40% of their campaign media budgets to digital
spending, and they often enter these campaigns with a clear sense of how they are going to buy and use digital
media during the election process. On the Left, the digital spending of our candidates hovers between 20-30%,
and there’s no clear training program or framework for candidates to follow when it comes to implementation
of media- digital or otherwise.
Like it or not, the playing field now is won or lost on both fundraising and digital skills. Axios just released
an article explaining why we need to “tech ourselves up” on the Left- quickly. Bully Pulpit has just compiled
the data for 2019 spending, and while the democrats have been distracted with candidates leaping into the 2020
race, Trump’s campaign has already quietly spent $4.5 million, as the following chart from the article shows.
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This is of great importance, as this level of spending echoes his aggressive campaign spending in the 2016
election, and as the article from Axios mentions, “it’s unprecedented for this level of spending to happen this
early inside a campaign, but Brad Parscale, who ran the 2016 data campaign and will run his 2020 campaign
This is of great importance, as this level of spending echoes his aggressive campaign spending in the 2016
election, and as the article from Axios mentions, “it’s unprecedented for this level of spending to happen this
early inside a campaign, but Brad Parscale, who ran the 2016 data campaign and will run his 2020 campaign for
re-election, has a specialization in analytics and audience targeting.”
Democrats have trumpeted a small-dollar donor approach since Obama, but Republicans have built a
political financial machine that is simply moving faster. This means that while Trump has a cash reserve that is
already ready to deploy, Democratic candidates are concerned with simply making enough cash to matter at all.
Trump, according to the article, is “running a heavy national blanket with small targeted ad buys in states like
Florida,” while Democrats “are still focused on building a national base of supporters and donors and not early
campaigning yet.” Republicans are also outspending three times as much on Facebook versus Google, and platforms like Instagram, Whatsapp, and Messenger will likely not be far behind in their targeted spending. Political and partisan stories thrive on social media platforms.
While we have to go through a process for the Democratic primary, that is not stopping any of us from
being able to learn how to use tech in our campaigns, and this guide will show you how. When the Democratic
contender DOES win the primary, we’ll have to help them embrace an organized digital approach and pressure
them and their team to run the most digitally savvy race they can- before it’s too late.
This guide is for YOU, because only you can make sure that digital savvy permeates through your
campaign. Learning and training to become a candidate is not the same as leading. Politics and policy are two
different skills. You might be an incredible natural leader, but struggle when it comes to asking for money or
integrating the right tools. We’re here to help. We are in a new digital playing field, and the skills of being a candidate must be learned quickly in order to get you into the seat you belong in and allow your natural leadership
skills to shine. Make sure that your spirit, personality, and mission are consistent in your campaign and team
from the top down. If your campaign manager is CEO, you are the “chairperson,” acting as chief evangelist both
outwardly to the world and internally to your team. “Candidates that are new turn to staff for expertise, but at
the end of the day, the buck does stop with you,” states Callan Martinez, political operative and attorney. “We
cannot tell you to say this or that...it’s your name on the door and face on the literature. So be confident and
ready to make the hard decisions without knowing what tomorrow will bring.” Stress to your team and the
world that your campaign will be digitally cutting-edge; because in this environment, nothing less will win.

“A Masai warrior on a cellphone in the middle of Kenya has better
mobile comm than President Reagan did 25 years ago.”
								- Peter Diamandis			
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What’s Holding the Left Back?
Before we dive into how to run the best campaign, let’s talk about what’s been holding a lot of our campaigns back. The first stumbling block that a lot of campaigns face is the cyclical nature of campaigns themselves and what this cycle does to teams, tools, and learnings. Every election and cycle campaign tech grows and
iterates. But, in every off season, that innovation lags and remains stagnant instead of growing with the times.
Furthermore, teams disperse and knowledge of best practices is lost. The second issue is tribalism around tools;
this is leading to the wrong tools being used for the wrong jobs. Finally, people are not voting because they feel
more cut off from the political process than ever before; this is particularly true of millennials. Let’s dive into
these issues and examine them in detail.

Tossing Innovation in the Trash
Not only does campaign tech lag in off-seasons; often it is tossed directly into the trash. Lots of tools were
built in the 2012 Obama re-election campaign, and many ended up trashed the minute the campaign was over.
The issue was not that the tools were useless at the end of the campaign; the issue was that there was no coordinated plan or process by which these tools would be turned over to an “interim team” for improvement and
innovation in the dry season of the next cycle.
Staff turnover does not help. Knowledge inside teams dissipates as team members move through four years
between races and try to stay employed outside campaign season. Often, campaign staffers end up taking
corporate jobs or even doing gig economy jobs for two years in between races just to keep eating. Some of the
cohesion and best practices are then lost within the team, and with the inclusion of new team members the next
campaign cycle, the dynamics, knowledge, and practices change.
Finally, not only do we not keep the tools built within campaigns; we don’t even properly document what
we do build. We’re not only losing our best tech; we’re losing the story of all the gains we make race to race that
aid us to learn and win as a Party.
There was one attempt to change this trend in the past cycle, where the assets of the Hillary Clinton campaign were transferred to some groups for future potential use by candidates and campaigns. But, overall gains
in this area are slow, and we must speed them up. As the recent Higher Ground Labs report stated, “technology
infrastructure needs to be institutionalized, maintained, updated, and refreshed continuously so that practitioners can do their work with the right tools for their time.” We must change this in this cycle. Developing
solutions only for the political market is hard because the market is small compared to the much larger business
market. It is fragmented and revolves around election cycles. This makes it harder to invest the funds needed
to build and sustain startups that only sell to campaigns. The California based group DemLabs has been championing the approach of continuously monitoring new business software innovations and applying them to
progressive campaigns. More of us in the Party should take up this banner- fast.

Tribalism around Tools
Tossing our tools and learnings in the trash is just the beginning. We also have a challenge of too much
tribalism within the industry, leading to situations where the best tools might languish while sub-par ones are
used simply because “Joe knows Ryan.” Vendors and staffers leaving campaigns and often use their learning to
build for-profit tools. Given their experience in the trenches with colleagues, they often establish close--sometimes too close--relationships with them, leaning on them to use this or that tool when the colleague enters a
new campaign. Insider politics is very real, and be wary when your team is hiring tools by former employees of
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a previous race or fellow candidates in the area. Ensure the tool is the best for the job, and not just being used
because someone knows someone else and has good memories of working together.
As tools are often for-profit initiatives, it’s a good idea to research and choose the best tool for you- get the
one that gives you the best quality, even if you are accused of selling out. And, avoiding tools simply on principle is also not a good practice. It’s not uncommon for activists on the Left to call for boycotting of a somewhat
major tool due to that tool having some engagement with the Right- however small that engagement is. Boycotting like this can be an impediment to our success. If a tool or firm that has had minor interactions with Republican candidates or races in the past can help a Democratic or Progressive candidate win, we might want to start
considering using it instead of implementing a boycott that can indirectly block a win for our side. Republicans
tend to worry less about whether a tool in question has worked with the Left, and this does mean that they tend
to use the best tool in most circumstances. They are also much better at maintaining urgency between cycles.
Funding for their efforts tends to come from a small group of very wealthy people with a long view, such as
the Kochs; as opposed to Democratic support, which tends to come from many individuals later in the season
attempting to quickly win a single election. We simply don’t have the time or resources to stand on soapboxes
when it comes to winning. We must grab and use the tools we need to win- and WIN.

Donor Money Flowing the Wrong Way
Money is often raised in odd spurts during a campaign. When a presidential election is on, everyone is
watching, and money often begins to flow pretty fast from the beginning onwards. But for any other campaign,
especially small and medium local and state elections, it can often be hard to raise money until people see the
person in the campaign as the clear frontrunner. Due to this, money comes flying in at the end of the general
election, when it’s least effective. Rather than getting the aid that they need in the primary to build lists and
really create momentum, candidates end up scraping by and begging supporters through their primary and
beginning of the general election-when the money at last begins to come in in a real way. By the end of the
general, it’s coming in in droves, at the time when most voters have already made up their minds and campaign
spending is least effective.
Even within a cycle, a dollar is a lot more useful if it’s raised a year out from election day than if it is raised
a month out from election day. That’s because early money can be invested in infrastructure and staff, message
testing, and cultivation of donor and voter lists- whereas dollars near the end can really only buy more media.
Taking this further, $1 a year out is worth $10 a month out from the election. But, of course the majority of people give at the end, because that’s when there’s urgency, stemming from debates, conventions, and nonstop TV
coverage. Often, when you need money most, for marketing, tech, and similar tools, it won’t be there. We will
talk more later about ways to stack your spending if the giving is not coming in initially, as is often the case for
new candidates.
But, the overall trend here--while understandable--is hurting us. If we had a number of large-dollar donors
on the Left, who continuously contributed most of what we had to raise, then it would simply be a matter of
convincing this smaller group of donors to give earlier in the cycle- a similar model to the Right. However, the
average donation size on the Left is $40. We are the party of small dollar donations. And so we have to find a
better and more all-encompassing way to sway the trend of money heading into campaigns. This might come
from compelling storytelling, or candidates banding together to build awareness, or viral campaigns; whatever
the case, we must work on changing mass mentality around how and when we give.
On the political tools front, the money flow situation has also exacerbated “the cyclical, intermittent nature
of tech maintenance and investment has hampered new innovation,” according to the HGL Report, 2018. “High
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stakes of (sic) short innovation sprints discourage risk-taking and long-term infrastructure building. Meanwhile, down-ballot and off-cycle races are neglected and cannot utilize complex technology tools built for large,
national campaigns. The episodic nature of political technology investment is more problematic in the ‘technology- intensive’ mode of campaigning because we now require much more infrastructure maintenance and
trained digital and analytics talent. In the previous paradigm, seasonal deluges of money and energy allowed
political organizations to flood their audiences with more advertising and more field staff during the limited
political season. Democrats’ resourcing has remained largely trapped in the old, cyclical paradigm; political parties, campaigns, and cause organizations are not equipped in the intervening years to maintain the tech base.”

A Lack of Voting Overall- Especially with Millennials
Lack of voter participation and political engagement has become one of the key obstacles to overcome for
political candidates. While social media and tech tools have increased candidate visibility, the rise of technology
has not led to a rise in democratic participation; in fact, the opposite seems to be true. In the 2016 presidential
election, only 56% of the eligible voting population cast their ballots, and while this is a slight increase from
2012, it is less than the 58% who voted in 2008. With these low numbers, it is imperative that progressive candidates close the gap between innovation in society and in democracy. They must assess how to best use the abundance of tools available to better engage the population in their democratic institution. “Back in 2001-2008 a
large number of tech builders--myself included--brought major industries online and while doing so, taught
customers that we would be very user-centric in our approach to their needs. We tailored everything straight to
them. Think about this the next time you order a Lyft and it remembers that on tuesdays you go to 123 Smith
Street for your piano lessons. Today’s systems KNOW the user that they serve intimately. This has led to a day
and age where our shoes, our phones, and our news is personalized directly to us,” states tech entrepreneur and
political activist Genevieve Thiers. “But the down side of that is that any processes that were left behind--like
those in politics--were hampered by this progress. Millennials today think ‘Why should I engage with politics
when it’s ridiculously hard to vote, give, and run? Politics slaps me in the face every time I try to do something.’
So they walk away. We need to take the same revamping philosophy that we put into our consumer-centric
design pushes over the lasts decade and now inject that into politics.”
In some ways, political engagement has become increasingly impossible to measure; what counts as engagement? Since the rise of social media platforms and tech tools, forms of engagement have been changing. While
traditional forms of interaction between the government and the people, such as protests and marches, are still
valuable forms of democratic engagement, they are now accompanied by hundreds of thousands of people supporting such endeavors through social media- sharing pictures of marches, writing support on Twitter, ranting
on Facebook. Despite this involvement, discourse on Facebook and other platforms, does not always correlate
with votes or financial support for actual candidates. The challenge then is not just using tech tools but understanding how to use them in a way that not only engages the population but engages them on a level that compels them to follow up their activism on Facebook and other social media platforms with actual concrete votes
and funds for candidates. The candidates of the future will not only use the best of tech as it comes available to
win; they will also fight for and champion new tech systems that make our most basic political processes easier--those of running, giving, and voting. While these areas may stand outside the campaign tech area, they are
no less important.
If you are thinking about becoming a candidate, one of the most critical things that you can do right now is
examine the district in which you want to run. Begin working immediately on either registering voters in that
district or on solving various problems and advocating for policy and fair voting practices where it’s critically
needed within the district. Your participation and voice will spark others to be active as well. Some campaigns
off the bat begin registration drives and programs the second they begin to run- because they know that registration is the #1 critical thing that can swing their area from one side to the other. However, check to make sure
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this is legal. Candidate campaigns in some states are restricted from organized registration actions; the rules
vary by state, and some states now have automatic registration- though most voters don’t know that. You can
find helpful information on your state voting policies here. If restricted, turn your energy to petitions for ballot
access instead, as this is also a need for most campaigns early on. You could also run a deep canvassing effort
to turn around some prejudice in the area, so that you can move some non-persuadables into the independent
category. Get the lay of the land by working on redistricting, like NDRC, or on general activism, like SwingLeft,
Indivisible, or MoveOn. Volunteer, learn what the area cares about, and register critical voters through their
drives and events. Finally, educate yourself on where we could still use innovation in our political systems. Our
candidate sourcing and preparedness is a system that could really use some centralization, as would our electoral data. To read more about this outside of this guide, check out NewFounders action papers (Finally) Building
a Bench: A Centralization Strategy and Our Electoral Data: A Hidden Treasure Trove. These were written by
savvy tech builders who know how to innovate systems with an end-user focus.
Finally, we must focus attention on the millennial level of voter. Millennials are now the biggest living generation, and they are digitally native. They are at their best when working in teams to solve a problem and when
they feel heard. They engage first with candidates and groups online, before meeting them in person. Without
a good millennial front-end, a campaign can lose a priori. Despite their importance, most campaigns don’t even
approach millennials, much less try to engage them. To learn more about How to Engage Millennials, read the
NewFounders action paper on the topic.

“Oh, so they have internet on computers now!?”
						-Homer Simpson
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